Connecting buyers and sellers of power plants and power generating equipment in the US and around the world. To date PPOL has sold more than $300 million worth of equipment ranging in size from 50kW to several hundred MW. We are presently marketing several operating power plants as well as a 600MW of combined cycle gas turbine generator set.

Buyers and sellers find our sites easily by searching for “power plants for sale” on any major search engine.

We connect buyers and sellers for direct dealings and negotiations with no brokers in the middle.

100MW P&W GTG Power Barge Sold by PPOL to a Gold Mining company in Ghana, Africa $12.5 million.

**Power Plants Online**

PPOL
12042 SE Sunnyside Rd PMB 399
Clackamas, OR 97015

Phone: 503-351-9898
sales@rmaglobal.com

Milt Fyre 503-351-9898 milt@rmaglobal.com
Lane Kadel 503-803-2029 lane@rmaglobal.com
The plant on the left, a 28MW complete plant (4x7100kW CAT-MAK engine generators), was sold by PPOL from Turkey to a buyer in Egypt.

Here are more images of the power plants and equipment that PPOL has sold.

PPOL sold a 50MW LM6000 and a 22MW LM2500 out of this (left) US 86MW CC plant.

PPOL sold this 23MW LM2500 GTG in the US.

PPOL sold one of the 49MW LM6000 GTG sets to a US buyer.

Learn more about PPOL by visiting other our websites — utilitywarehouse.com, powerplantsonline.com and rmaglobal.com and see our “about us” web pages. You will find company history and manager’s profiles readily available. We are a small company with low overheads, and our effectiveness lies in our very large internet presence, easily accessed equipment details, very high net visibility, and connecting buyers and sellers directly. We list equipment without requiring exclusivity.